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	I would like to speak to you this evening about religious institutions and their possible contribution to a sense of shared humanity. 

	The need for a vision of shared humanity is acute and pressing. Seymour Martin Lipset, the distinguished political scientist who is with us this evening, as well as Patrick Glynn have explained this need. “Today, fundamental change is under way in the character of global political life. A new era is in the making. Gone or fading are the great bipolar conflicts between democracy and fascism, between democracy and Communism, and even perhaps between Left and Right  that shaped war and peace in the twentieth century. In their place a new political struggle is emerging - more complex, more diffuse, but nonetheless global in character. On every continent, in almost every major nation, and in almost every walk of life, the overriding political reality today is that of increasing social separation and fragmentation - a sometimes violent splintering of humanity by ethnic group, race, religion… The most dramatic manifestation of the change is found, of course, in the countries that used to be known as Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia and it is also showing itself in other parts of the defunct Soviet empire, not to mention the old Soviet Union itself… Indeed everywhere one sees well-established nation-states threatened with disunion”. 

It has been noted that there are counter trends to such splinterings, but these efforts at unification such as the European Community, and UN population conference presently meeting in Cairo, have thus far proven unable to stem the powerful counter-currents rooted in separatist identities. 
	My point here this Rosh Hashanah evening, when we celebrate not only the oneness of God, but the unity of humankind, and the origin of all creation from one source, is that religion, properly understood, can provide the cohesive force for a powerful and desperately needed sense of shared humanity. 
	I am sure that many of you here this evening see religion as the source of radical separateness in the world, rather than the source of unity. However, if I am correct, and religion can be, instead, the source of shared humanity, then it would not be the first time in history that the cause of a pathological development could turn out to be its remedy. 
	What makes me ascribe so much power to religious institutions? 
	Religious ideas, institutions and movements today have an importance and impact that has been absent since the end of the eighteenth century, since the beginning of the Enlightenment. Suddenly, religious ideas matter. Religious leaders make a difference for good and for bad. There is talk everywhere about religious fundamentalism. At the University of Chicago, Martin Marty’s research is documenting the fact that religion constitutes a force that must be reckoned with. The Vatican is very much present in the recent Cairo Conference on Productive Rights, and it is impossible to understand the ethnic conflict in Northern Ireland, in Canada, in the former Yugoslavia, or, for that matter, anywhere else in the world, without understanding the role of religious institutions. 
	What is noteworthy, however, is not only the presence of religion in a wide variety of contexts where there is social conflict, but also their undeniable durability. Religions have proven more durable than empires, more durable than the nation state, which, until a few short years ago, was perceived as the ultimate form of human association. There has been a remarkable process unfolding before our eyes, which we are barely able to perceive, much less comprehend. It is a development that is totally unexpected, particularly by the great students of society. 
	At the beginning of this century, the expectation was that the forms of scientific rationality and skepticism would demolish the religious worldview. However, the simple fact is that religions have been resistant to the challend of scientific skepticism. In the case of Israel, where I have lived for the past twenty five years, religious institutions are thriving. There are more people enrolled in Yeshivoth in Jerusalem than there were in all of Eastern Europe before Hitler. Could the secular Zionist Herzl, or the socialist ideologue Beryl Katzenelson, have imagined that some forty or so years after the establishment of the secular State of Israel, it would be the Lubavicher Rabbi and the gerontocracy of the Council of Torah Sages that would be determining the fate of Israeli governments? 
	Secularism was to have taken religion by the scruff of its neck, like a chicken, and have wrung the life out of it. We can say here tonight, as Churchill did at another time in other circumstances, “some chicken, some neck.” If there is any crisis in the world, as Peter Berger has pointed out, it is not a crisis of religion, it is rather a crisis of secularity. Religion, including Judaism, seems to have accumulated more, not less power. 
	For those who aspire to live a religious life and appreciate it, this empowerment, durability and vitality may seem obvious. Human beings still do not know the answers to those very questions that must be addressed in order to live a satisfying life. These have become questions that belong to the special province of religion. Questions like: Where have we come from? What is the purpose of life? What is the end of it all? What is the proper attitude and behavior considering our ignorance as to our origins, our true purpose and the worthy life goals? The most powerful, self assured and secure among us still tremble before the uncertainties and mysteries of death, as human beings have done throughout recorded history. 
	Indeed, the modern scientific age has made the religious life more plausible instead of less so. Science and its popularizers, like Carl Sagan, have helped us see the universe as a place where there is a grandeur and mystery that make the alleged certainties of rationalism seem naïve, narrow minded, short sighted and pretentious. God’s creation, as understood by the exercise of scientific curiosity and skepticism, is more awesome and imposing than we ever thought. The workings of creation are more intricate, finely laced, interdependent, tenuous and, yes, more wondrous than we ever imagined. Paradoxically, it is precisely the explanatory power of scientific rationality that has made the religious life more plausible by dramatizing how much we don’t know. Science, instead of discrediting the religious quest, has made it all the more reasonable. 
	But there would appear to be another reason for the renewed power of religion. There is something about the modern condition that makes it more urgent for humans to confront the ultimate questions and to reinforce historical identities. Modernity has proven to be an isolating and terrifying experience. The modern age has helped to break up the primordial connections that help define who we are. The immanence of the global village has generated not a CNN-inspired version of togetherness, but rather a reactive strengthening of division and tribalism. Modernity has attempted to rationalize where we live, what we do for work, the way we conceive of our tasks, what we eat, how we value ourselves. The result is that such things as intention, conviction, loyalty, commitment and devotion have been devalued. These human qualities, if considered at all, become hooks that manipulate us to the advantage of others. 
	People are more removed from what Peter Berger calls the protective, mediating structures of society, or what Amitai Etzioni calls communitarian institutions… from neighborhood, family, community, and from primordial family ties, connectedness with a specific place and a sense of identification with a specific, concrete history. If you don’t like your job, then you move across the continent. If your factory is not surrounded by a pool of cheap labor, then you close it and open another one elsewhere. Never mind the human cost. If you can earn more elsewhere, it is considered stupid not to uproot yourself from all the mediating and meaningful forms of human association. 
	The human being, the individual, is alone as never before in history. Loneliness is epidemic. Because these mediating structures have been compromised, the modern human being frequently stands naked and alone facing the realities of human existence. It is no longer God asking “Where are you?” to the human being. It is the human being asking “Where is God” with an urgency, desperation and an anxious need for certainty. 
	It is this desperate quest for certainty that has fed the movements we call fundamentalist, the false and unworthy religious expressions that pollute the essence of the religious vision. By breaking down the boundaries of particularities in religion, place, language, geography, world view and culture, the modern age has generated a seemingly insatiable hunger for certainties which fundamentalism feeds. These fundamental movements are intrinsically divisive, greedy for the loyalties of adherents, unaccepting of the idea that diversity is legitimate. 
	With all of this exclusivist, judgmental, self-centered and militant righteousness, how do we develop a sense of shared humanity? In the rush for parochial truths and certainties, what is the most promising source that will generate such a sense of humanity shared by all people?. 
	When we ask that question, we are not asking something that has only academic or theoretical significance. Our lives and the future of our planet may depend on finding the answer. 
	Now, having laid out the question in form of a classic Jewish telegram: “Start worrying… Letter to follow”,  comes the letter. 
	There are those who say that the fear of a toxic environment will engender a greater sense of shared fate and common destiny, which will, in turn, strengthen the sense of mutual interdependence. I think this is unlikely. Fear of a toxic environment  is more likely to create a situation in which the powerful will claim a greater share of the non-toxic environment, and will create new forms of domination in order to ensure their heightened sense of entitlement. 
		There are those who say that the communications revolution engenders a sense of shared humanity. The reality is precisely the opposite. When integrated and functioning cultures are exposed to media depictions involving excesses of freedom and radically relativized values, it is not a sense of common humanity which results. What results is more often a sense of ethnic and religious panic that feeds the forces of separation and strengthens aggressiveness towards the outsider. 
	Those who see  in the applications of rationality, cost-benefit thinking, and efficiency, a supreme value, speak of the McDonaldization of the world. Whenever I read the literature about this, I think of all the cooks in the world, with all their distinctive dishes, their refined palates and prideful culinary achievements. Every cook is a purveyor of a culture which is distinctive. The quashing of that distinctiveness in the rush to sell products that are turned out in super efficient and mechanical ways, using the most advanced techniques of persuasion and manipulation to generate sales, must create panic in the hearts of those who treasure their own distinctiveness. Israel will be losing something very charming if the Big Mac takes over. How will we be able to exist without all those Felafel stands, or the pita with houmous that leaks all over you as you take the first bite? Not to mention the Shwarma. 
As the threat increases, those who are threatened will fight all the harder for the right to be themselves, to speak their own language, to eat their own food, to worship in their own particular ways, to be with their own people. We require, as never before, a kind of integration that engenders a shared humanity, which, nonetheless, allows groups to preserve their distinctiveness. An integration that allows people both to be who they want to be, and yet feel connected with the bonds of humanity. 
	The pressure for worldwide conformity creates an extreme human need for separation and aggressive distinctiveness. Several years ago, shortly before the breakup of the former Soviet Union and the outbreak of war in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, I was spoke with an official of one of the largest private foundations in the world. His view then was that parochial identities would melt away under the homogenizing force and influence of worldwide media, and under the unifying trends of modernity. It would appear that the contrary is the case. The more powerful the media, the greater the hunger for distinctiveness. 
	There are those who say that the economic interests and universal market processes will generate a sense of common humanity. Nothing could be further from the truth. Competitive advantage is hardly the stuff of cohesion and cooperation. Economic engagement for the purpose of generating profits is very different from understanding, and, more important, valuing the culture of our competitor. The cohesion that was to result from interdependencies shaped by the division of labor, have proven illusory. The obituary for Mechanical Solidarity in the Durkheimian sense has been written prematurely. 
	There is no hope, in my view, that we will find our common humanity by all becoming customers together, or manufacturers together, or merchants together, or, in a lighter vein, by sharing leisure time activities. Fans together, even campers, hikers or tennis players together. Imbedded in the economic market perspective is the view that people out there, wherever “there” happens to be, are not our brothers and sisters, our friends and neighbors, our compatriots and fellow humans, but rather our customers, our clients, our market, our audience. In short, they are opportunities for self-aggrandizement and profit. They are the object of our sales pitch, our manipulation and control, which are hardly the behaviors that engender a sense of shared humanity. 
	It is precisely such manipulation of the self, and the inherent exploitation involved, that Betty Friedan, who is with us here tonight, exposed with regard to the Feminine Mystique. The similarity between a marketing pitch and a conversation is only outwardly apparent. There is a difference between manipulation and persuasion, between sound bites and conversation. 
	Please do not misunderstand me. I am not disparaging the importance, or the validity of environmental concerns, media development, or the benefits of a market economy. What I am asserting that the expectation that they will be the means for a more inclusive human identity is unlikely to be fulfilled. 
	The great task of the future, for religious institutions in the twenty first century, is to use the power which modernity has paradoxically afforded them to help create a more inclusive identity embodying the Divine Image. 
	The controversial human rights group in Israel that fights for a more humane and enlightened policy of occupation, rightfully calls itself B’Tzelem, “In the Divine Image”. The interesting thing to me about this title is that those who adopted it are committed secularists. If secularists can invoke the Divine Image to evoke compassion, even more so should the religious, who created and nurtured the idea. 
	The human task is to help create an identity that gives people the certainty of belonging to something, while, at the same time, being related to everything. Relgions are the sacred canopy that overarches all forms of human association, be they ethnic, national or imperial. Most worlds of meaning that human beings have created since the beginning of history, and perhaps since the beginnings of our species, have been religious worlds. 
		The problem has been that each of these worlds pretentiously excludes the claims of others. Bigotry, bolstered by God, is particularly venomous. Our current problem with religious fundamentalism is a particularly virulent example of this. 
	No other institution in society manages to stand astride particularism and universalism with the intensity that religious institutions do. On the one hand, one can find in religious traditions the most self-serving, self righteous and xenophobic expressions of group pride and denial of the legitimacy of the other. On the other, fortunately, each of the great religions have parallel traditions that emphasize the unity of human ikind, the need for tolerance and acceptance of the other. While it is an embarrassment that God can be evoked for purposes of hatred and destruction, it should not prevent us from seeing and mobilizing the universal messages in all religions. If we fail to do this we neglect a most valuable resource for the unification of human kind. We ignore religious teaching and messages at the risk of our own survival as a species. 
	What is required are inclusive identities with boundaries that are strong and stable. Religions have a remarkable capacity to make that happen. We require group and individual boundaries, but ones that are permeable, generous and inclusive. However, first we must know who we are, and that knowledge must be rooted in a historical culture. Something like Alfred North Whitehead’s admonition about the proper role of scientific inquiry: “Seek truth, and distrust it”. We must encourage the creation of particular identities and then transcend them. Both of these tasks are crucial. Parochial identities are toxic and murderous when not guided by universal values, while universal identities are rootless and implausible when not connected with living communities. Universal visions, such as those socialist visions unrooted in  historical cultures and disrespectful of human limitations, become hopelessly utopian. We have seen, in the twentieth century, how utopian ideas of universality get corrupted and turned into mass killers. These ideas have been aptly called failed Gods. 
	We become the best citizens of the world when we are at one with our own traditions and with the sources in these traditions that emphasize the unity of humanity. A relative of mine, whose fiancé is converting from Catholicism to Judaism, was very concerned that the devout Catholic parents of his fiancé would be offended by the conversion. To his amazement, he found that, on the contrary, her parents felt relieved because they had been fearful that their daughter would live a life without any religious convictions. They preferred conversion to Judaism to a totally secular life for their daughter, and that their grandchildren be raised with religious values. 
	We have affirmed the ancient idea that things frequently give birth to their opposites in much the same way that secularism and modernity have given birth to religious fundamentalism. It is now time for those of liberal religious convictions to take the next step. To articulate first, in their own particularistic traditions, the universal message of a shared humanity, to institutionalize that message in a new Theology of Shared Humanity. The task is to cultivate the conviction that one is truly a good Christian, a good Muslim, and a good Jew, only if one accepts the notion of a shared humanity and lives by it. 
	As for the question of how a universal sympathy, rooted in the particularities of a committed Jewish life, can preserve Jewish identity, rather than lead to rampant disaffection and mindless assimilation, I invite you to study the Jewish sources. There is much that affirms both our particular Jewish traditions, and our universal values. 
	I have never felt so affirmed as a Jew and a rabbi as I did in 1965, in Brown’s Chapel, Selma Alabama. I spent seventy two hours with priests and nuns, with Martin Luther King and Ralph Abernathy, singing spiritual songs, prayers, hardly sleeping, existing on bread and jelly sandwiches. I was there as a Jew. It was the expression of my deepest commitments and embodied the most cherished of Judaism’s universal values. I have never been more of a Jew in my life than when I was sharing, in a way that was expressive of Judaism’s finest values, the humanity of others who were different. I never wore my yarmelka with greater pride. My life experience leads me to believe that the answer to fragmentation and tribalism is not a lessening of religious commitments, but an assertion of religious commitments cast in a more universal frame of reference. It may be the only worthy way of maintaining our particularistic Jewish identity. 
	While the moment in Selma was a defining, universally significant moment, at least for me, that experience would, in no way, prevent me from defending Jewish interests against anti-Semitism of any sort, including Black anti-Semitism. It would also not prevent me from defending Israel’s interests and fighting for her security as an Israeli citizen. Such behavior could be considered most particularistic and self interested. But so what? Does it make me any less interested in working for a shared humanity? Of course not. I see no conflict between such visions. 
	The ambiguities and tenuousness of all these opposites, and the need to go forward in spite of these apparent contradictions, was, for me, unforgettably symbolized. I was with a group of soldiers who were driving tanks in the Yom Kippur war. They were going into battle singing the song taken from Rabbi Nachman of Bratslav - “All the world is a narrow bridge (over the abyss), and the main thing is to go ahead without being afraid”. Shared humanity is achieved not only by a passionate, altruistic empathy, but by the cultivation of who and what we are. It can only be durable if it becomes the desired expression of our own limited, bounded, separate selves. 
	May we find and identify with those aspects of universalism in our own Jewish tradition. If there is any prayer that is worthy of this Rosh Hashanah, it is that others in other traditions can manage to do the same. 

